Migrating Linux Logical Volumes to
FuzeDrive™
Saving Data Migration Costs and Time while
Accelerating Server Performance
Abstract
SSDs provide a huge boost in performance for servers. However, they are difficult to integrate
into systems and often require migration tasks to be performance that can take hours, especially
if data bases or file are large and in the terabytes of capacity range. Enmotus migration
capabilities allows in place upgrades of older legacy data volumes without the need to migrate
data. In fact, the conversion process from a standard older hard disk volume to a high
performance FuzeDrive SSD accelerated volume literally takes minutes rather than hours or days.
This whitepaper illustrates how easy this can be done specifically for a Linux logical volumes.
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Migrating Linux Logical Volumes to
FuzeDrive™
1 INTRODUCTION
The following technical brief walks through the steps of converting an existing logical volume to a
FuzeDrive without the need for data migration or copying data. The process for converting completes
in minutes regardless of the size of the logical volume being converted. In some applications, migrating
data can be costly – as much as $15,000 per TB. Using in-place data migration however can significantly
reduce both the cost and time associated with such upgrades.
Enmotus FuzeDrives provide a powerful upgrade to any general purpose server and is able to convert
simple partitions or more complex logical volumes into high performance hybrid storage volumes that
automatically migrate data between SSDs and the existing disks in the system. These fuzed volumes
significantly accelerate application and file IO performance with minimal disruption to the system.
The Micron P320 is a powerful PCIe SSD capable of extreme IO performance and transfer bandwidths.
In this case, the 2.5” small formfactor drive was fuzed with a logical volume created from two
concatenated 500G hard drives to form a 1.2TB FuzeDrive.
Simple tests are then performed to validate the performance increases from adding the SSD.

2 DEMO SYSTEM SETUP
The following system configuration was used for the following examples:







Ubuntu 14_04 LTS 64 bit
LVM2 management tools to support logical volume creation
Boot drive: Seagate ST3160023AS 160G Hard Disk
Data drives in Logical Volume: 2x WDC WD5000AAKS 500G
Micron P320 350G PCIe SSD (2.5” formfactor)
Enmotus FuzeDrive Server for Linux v1.1

The tests were run on an industry standard Intel compatible x86 64 bit configuration with 4G DDR
RAM.
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3 PROFILING THE EXISTING DISK PRIOR TO TRANSFORM
Prior to transforming to FuzeDrive, it is useful to gauge the performance of the logical volume and the
SSD as standalone volumes or devices. The disk benchmark utility built into the graphical gnome disk
info tool that ships with Ubuntu LTS provides a quick and easy way to accomplish this.

Fig 1: Profiling the IO Performance of the LV and Raw SSD
The same tool also provides a convenient way to look at the existing volume configuration. From Fig 2,
we have two devices of interest: the 805GB logical block device which we previously setup with an ext4
volume called /dev/fuze_vg/fz01, and the new raw SSD device we wish to fuze our logical volume with.

Fig 2: Gnome Disk Utility 3.10.0, UDisks 2.1.3 Showing LV and SSD Pre Transform
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As we can see, the logical volume operates at disk drive rates in the 40-90MB/s range (the variance is
due to the outer regions of the concatenated disks operate faster than the inner regions) with latencies
of between 8ms and 20ms, and the Micron P320 operates at the 1.25GB/s performance and an
average of just under 0.1ms access times.

4 TRANSFORMING THE LOGICAL VOLUME TO A FUZEDRIVE
Converting to a FuzeDrive can be performed without any data migration utilities or migration of data to
backup media.
The process used to convert an ordinary volume to a FuzeDrive (normal or logical volume) involves
movement of approximately 2 Gigabytes of data from the original volume to the new raw SSD. This is
to make room for the Enmotus FuzeDrive metadata. The SSD is then fuzed with the logical volume to
create a new virtual disk which appears to the operating system as a /dev/eba device in the examples
shown below. Any partitions that existed on the logical volume then appear as part of the /dev/eba
device and will no longer be associated with its prior logical volume.
The following sections walk through the process to convert our existing logical volume
/dev/fuze_vg/fz01. The steps assume that the FuzeDrive software is already installed.

4.1 LISTING DEVICES
The first step is to list the current compatible system devices using the ecmd utility and –list command.
This also allows us to determine what the physical block device name that is associated with the logical
volume we wish to migrate.
usr@MS-7522:~$ sudo ecmd --list
Ecmd will now do drive discovery, this can take a while.
System drives:
Device
Vendor
ProductId
Type
Rev
GiB
-------------------------------------------------------------------------sde
WDCWD50
00AAKS-00TMA0
SATA HDD
12.01C01
465
sdd
Samsung
SSD840
SATA SSD
DXT08B0Q
111
sdc
WDCWD50
00AAKS-00TMA0
SATA HDD
12.01C01
465
*sdb
ST316002
3AS
SATA HDD
3.18
149
sda
SanDisk
SDSSDX120GG25
SATA SSD
R211
111
dm-0
LVM
fuze_vg-fz01
LVM VDD
REV
750
rssda
Micron
P320h-MTFDGAL350S
PCIe SSD
B146
326
Enmotus pDisks:
ID ST T V NAME

PRODUCTID

REV

SECTORS
SECTORS
SIZE
AVAIL
USED
GiB
=======================================================================

From the above listing example, we see that dm-0 is the LVM block device name we need to use for
the commands to transform the volume. The second item is the Micron device which is also required
for the transform process. Note, if there are existing partitions on any of the chosen devices, the
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FuzeDrive software will automatically detect these and warn the user before proceeding with any
changes.
TIP: The SSD to be fuzed with the LV must have no partition on it. If it does, it may be first cleaned
using the evsp (or ecmd)—clean command. Using this command will destroy any data on the SSD so
backup any data on the SSD first if required.
Lastly, for information purposes, the following commands will show which devices make up the logical
volume fuze_vg/fz01 in our particular example.
usr@MS-7522:/media/usr/testvol$ sudo pvscan
PV /dev/sdc1
VG fuze_vg
lvm2 [465.76 GiB / 0
free]
PV /dev/sde1
VG fuze_vg
lvm2 [465.76 GiB / 181.52 GiB free]
Total: 2 [931.52 GiB] / in use: 2 [931.52 GiB] / in no VG: 0 [0

]

usr@MS-7522:/media/usr/testvol$ sudo vgscan
Reading all physical volumes. This may take a while...
Found volume group "fuze_vg" using metadata type lvm2
usr@MS-7522:/media/usr/testvol$ sudo lvscan
ACTIVE
'/dev/fuze_vg/fz01' [750.00 GiB] inherit

4.2 TRANSFORMING THE LOGICAL VOLUME
The logical volume may only be transformed using the ecmd utility using the --create command.
TIP: It is recommended that the logical volume be un-mounted before proceeding to the next step.
To transform our logical volume and fuze with the Micron P320 device, the following command is used:
usr@MS-7522:~$ sudo ecmd --create /dev/rssda /dev/dm-0
Ecmd will now do drive discovery, this can take a while.
Linux superblock signature found
*** Drive /dev/dm-0 has a partition and Drive /dev/rssda has none.
You can create a tier and preserve the data on /dev/dm-0?
Create tier preserving data? (y/n) > y
Create tier preserving drive /dev/dm-0 data
Linux superblock signature found
Transforming /dev/dm-0 stage 1 Done
Transforming /dev/dm-0 stage 2
4202496 / 4202496 sectors
100%
Prepare completed successfully
Drive added successfully
Drive added successfully
Ecmd will now do drive discovery, this can take a while.
Ecmd will now do drive discovery, this can take a while.
Tier successfully created and data preserved.
usr@MS-7522:~$

The process should take no more than 2-3 minutes under normal operating conditions. At this point,
the process is complete and we have successfully transformed our volume and the new /dev/eba
FuzeDrive disk we have created will automatically commence it’s optimization operations.
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To verify the new volume has transferred to our FuzeDrive, the disk utility may be opened to view the
new volume. For our particular configuration, Fig 3 shows the new disk and how the file system has
successfully transferred to the FuzeDrive disk, /dev/eba. The volume may now be remounted as
required.

Fig 3: Post Transformation Disk Setup showing the new /dev/eba FuzeDrive
One key thing to note is that we also gained 300G+ of capacity for our volume which is available to be
added to the existing partition on the logical volume, one of the key advantages of the FuzeDrive
software. This is in contrast to caching technologies where the SSD capacity remains hidden from the
user. Finally, running ecmd –status will display the configuration we’ve just created.
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usr@MS-7522:~$ sudo ecmd --status
Enmotus Host MicroTiering Engine, Version 1.1.19
Tiered Disks
: 1 (4 max)
Physical Disks
: 2 total, 2 used (127 max)
Global Mode
: MicroTiered
Global Tiering
: Enabled
Promote Scan Timer : 2 seconds
License Status
: Good
Total Capacity
: 1 TiB/256 TiB (Available: 254 TiB)
Fast Capacity
: 324 GiB/10 TiB (Available: 9 TiB)
Page Map Memory
: 32 MBytes (33006 KBytes)
Enmotus Host Luns:
ID ST TY VENDOR
PRODUCTID

SIZE
GiB
=============================================================
0 1 1 ENMOTUS T00 FuzeDrive
P001
8600a000
1072

Enmotus pDisks:
ID ST T V NAME

PRODUCTID

REV

SIZE

REV

SECTORS
SECTORS
SIZE
AVAIL
USED
GiB
=======================================================================
0 2 0 0 rssda
Product
Rev 0
28812000
326
1 2 0 1 dm-0
fuze_vg-fz01
REV 0
5d800000
750

Enmotus tDisks:
ID ST NAME

SIZE M
VD
IN PLCY ----------- PROMOTE -------GiB
THR NEW
COUNT
PPS
===========================================================================
0 1
T00 FuzeDrive
1072 T
0,1 CU RDIO
1 0
245
16

5 CHECKING THE PERFORMANCE OF THE NEW FUZEDRIVE HYBRID VOLUME
Now that we have our volume transformed,
using the eLiveMonitor utility provided as part
of the FuzeDrive Server software suite, we are
able to observe how the SSD has been initially
mapped in logical block address space.
eLiveMonitor displays both a space and time
view of both mapping and activity information
for the new volume.

Fig 4: eLiveMonitor for our new FuzeDrive
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The transform process places the SSD at the top
of the virtual FuzeDrive LBA space in the
transform process as this is essentially new
capacity we’ve added. The SSD (shown in red)
will however redistribute as the volume is
accessed as we shall see in later figures.
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A simple set of tests may now be performed if necessary to check the performance of the new volume.
As it is configured, all of the original data is still on the slower hard drive tier (represented by the blue
area of the volume).

5.1 PERFORMANCE IO CHECK FOR THE ENTIRE FUZEDRIVE VOLUME
The first test simply uses the built in performance test of the disk management utility we used earlier
to sweep across the FuzeDrive. The results for our Micron P320/LV setup, is shown in Fig 5.

Fig 5: Disk Benchmark from Gnome Disk Utility – MicronP320+LVM FuzeDrive (/dev/eba)
As we can see from the test, the performance of the FuzeDrive is greatest at the higher end of the LBA
range as this is where the transform function placed the SSD. As we shall see later, this changes
dramatically as the volume is accessed and file activity occurs.
Another useful check of how many IOs are hitting the SSD vs. the hard drive if only command line tools
are available is the evsp --stats command. The following example shows the total activity that occurs to
each of our drives:
usr@MS-7522:~$ sudo evsp --stats hostio /dev/eba
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Getting statistics for t=0 (tdisk 0)
tDisk[0] Host-Metadata access counts:
Reads
Tier0, /dev/rssda:
Host IOs
: 5984
Host MBs
: 648202
Metadata IOs : 15265
Metadata MBs : 1744680
Tier1, /dev/dm-0:
Host IOs
: 12335
Host MBs
: 1473352
Metadata IOs : 15324
Metadata MBs : 1732409

Writes
4
32
15656
1747800
1868
236480
15652
1733290

5.2 USING SIMPLE FILE IO TESTS TO ASSESS PERFORMANCE
In order to see how file accesses are improved, we are going to use a simple test using tar to compress
and decompress files. As we had little data on our test volume, we’re going to create a few large files
to work with.
(a) From the top level directory of our mounted FuzeDrive volume, use the linux tar application to
create a large compressed file on the FuzeDrive.
usr@MS-7522:/media/andy/testvol$ sudo tar -cf testfile1 /usr/*

(b) Now decompress that file and time how long it takes. This will create a /usr directory on our
local volume. For the first run, it took approximately 2 mins to complete the decompression in
usr@MS-7522:/media/andy/testvol$ sudo tar -xf testfile1

our test system.
(c) Now delete the usr directory and re-run the same test to observe a reduction in the time taken
to decompress. The time taken should now drop to less than 1 minute for the second run.
(d) So far, we’ve been operating with a read only tiering policy so only the read events were
usr@MS-7522:/media/andy/testvol$ sudo rm -rf usr
usr@MS-7522:/media/andy/testvol$ sudo tar –xf testfile1

causing data to be relocated to the SSDs. Next, we’ll turn on the read+write policy to ensure
usr@MS-7522:/media/andy/testvol$ sudo evsp --policy rwio /dev/eba

that the writes are also counted as promotion events by the FuzeDrive software as follows:
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As the FuzeDrive engine keeps long term
history information, the engine will
immediately go back and start including
the areas that were previously written to.
This can be observed using eLiveMonitor
or the evsp --stats map /dev/eba
command line option.
(e) Now repeat step (c) to delete and recreate
the usr directory from testfile1. In our
example, the decompression time now
takes around 10-18 seconds!

Fig 6: eLiveMontior FuzeDrive Map after 12
The simple test can be extended if necessary by
Copies and Test Runs
copying the same tar file we created several times
to start filling up the volume and observed additional movement of the SSD to the active portions of
the disk. For example, after copying the file 12 times with the read+write policy set, we were able to
observe a substantial amount of the SSD relocate to where the file activity was as shown in Fig 6.

Fig 7: Gnome FuzeDrive Benchmark after 12 Copies and Test Runs
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Once again, we can also observe the overall disk performance now using the Gnome benchmark utility
in read only policy setting mode to see how this has affected our overall volume as illustrated in Fig 7.
To see how eLivemonitor changed over the period of the tests, refer to Appendix A which shows the
captured screenshots made throughout the tests performed above from the newly transformed state
up to copy of the 12th test file.

6 SUMMARY
FuzeDrive is able to quickly and efficiently turn existing Linux logical volumes and regular file partitions
into fast SSD class hybrid volumes without the need for migrating data.
By adding a Micron P320, simple actions such as file decompression were made to perform up to 6-8x
time faster. Raw throughput to promoted files on the transformed volume were able to improved their
sustained transfer rates from disk to memory from 90MB/s to ~1.6GB/s using a single PCIe small
formfactor SSD drive.
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7 APPENDIX A: ELIVEMONITOR TIME SEQUENCE OVER TEST PERIOD

Fig A1: eLiveMonitor Screenshots Showing the Complete FuzeDrive Mapping Transitions Through the
Testing Period
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